Lesson D10.03

Dasäàça and Daçä
Timing events and
changes in career

To Know
Lesson D10.03
Dasäàça occupied by lords
of räçi charts, especially the
lord of 10th house of D1
chart in different houses
and signs in D10 chart
Planets in signs and houses
in D10 chart

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça sign and
house occupied by the 10th
lord of Räçi chart initiates
the Dasämça Näräyaëa
Daçä. This sign is the
FOCUS of Dasämça.
The D10 Näräyaëa Daçä
can start from either this
sign or the opposite sign,
whichever is stronger.

In the chart of Indira
Gandhi, the 10th lord of
D1 chart is Mars which
is placed in Capricorn in
D10 chart.
The D10 Näräyaëa daçä
can start from Capricorn
or Cancer (opposite
sign), whichever is
stronger.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça sign
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
If this planet has strengths
like exaltation, then the
native shall succeed
against various odds and
have many achievements.

In the chart of Indira
Gandhi, the 10th lord of
D1 chart is Mars which
is placed in Capricorn in
D10 chart.
Capricorn is the sign of
exaltation of Mars.
Mars is a bachelor and
she separated from
spouse to enter politics
and was the Prime
Minister of India for
more than two decades!

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
If this planet has digbala,
the native has the potential
for great leadership and
can be a pioneer in his line

In the chart of
Jawaharlal Nehru, the
10th lord of D1 chart is
Mars which is placed in
Leo in strength in 10th
house in D10 chart.
Mars has digbala,
directional strength in
10th house and made
him a great leader and
the first Prime Minister
of Independent India.
He initiated various
reforms for territorial
integration of India.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
If this planet has digbala,
the native has the potential
for great leadership and
can be a pioneer in his line

In the chart of
Dhirubhai Ambani, the
10th lord of D1 chart is
Mercury which is
placed in Aquarius in
strength in Lagna in
D10 chart.
Mercury has digbala,
directional strength in
Lagna and made him a
great leader and the first
man to bring stocks to
the common man in
India with huge public
issues. He was the
richest man in India

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
The house occupied by
this 10th lord in Dasämça
indicates that which he
shall do best. In the first
house, he redefines rules.

Gandhi redefined the
rules for politics and
war for independence
or political change.
Dhirubhai redefined
many rules of Indian
business. Partnering the
common man through
huge public issues,
business supports
politics but need not
take sides; there is no
limit to material
prosperity and goals are
means to be broken!...

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
Dharma trikoëa (1, 5 and 9)
are good for teachers
Jupiter and Mercury have
digbala in 1st house and are
good in dharma trikoëa.

Two teachers of Jyotish
have the 10th lord of
Räçi chart – Jupiter
placed in 5th and 9th
houses.
Sanjay: Lagna and 10th
lord Jupiter is exalted in
5th house [Jyotish with
spirituality]
Andrew: Lagna lord
Jupiter is in 9th house
with 10th lord Mercury –
Jyotish software is the
way of learning and
teaching.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
Mokña trikoëa (1, 5 and 9)
are good for establishing
great schools for spiritual
and religious learning.
Moon and Venus have
digbala in 4th house.

Srila Prabhupada had
10th lord of D1 Mercury
in 12th house in D10
conjoined Jupiter the 4th
lord of D10 and mokña
karaka Ketu. He
established the Hare
Krishna mission in 1965.
Vimsottari: Mercury
daçä Rähu antara
Chaturasiti Sama: Mars
daçä Mars antara.
Mars has digbala
[10L in 10H in D1 chart]

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
The 2nd house from this
sign is a märaka and he
shall be pained and hurt if
he takes the path shown by
the 2nd house from 10th
lord of D1 chart

Swami Vivekananda
established the Belur
Mutt in 1899 but the
Ramakrishna Mission
was registered after him
in 1909.
Vimçottari: Jupiter daçä
Mercury and Ketu
antaras (1899)

Swami Vivekananda did not get a regular job and
instead pursued the spiritual path of seeking
knowledge (5th house). The 6th house of service is
märaka (2nd) from 5th house and does not have any
planets that could force this on him.
Fourth house has the conjunction of two gurus –
Jupiter and Venus in a water sign as their dispositor
Ketu is in Lagna.
Moon is in 3rd house and Venus has digbala.
Both Vivekananda and Prabhupada have the Moon
in Libra in D10.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
The third house is good for
enterprise and being the
8th from 8th house is good
for religious heads as it
aspects the 9th house. Third
house is also the house for
Guru Upadeça.

In the Kanchi Lineage,
Sri Chandrasekhara
Saraswati had Venus
(symbolizing the patron
deity of the lineage –
Lalita, Tripura) as 10th
lord of Räçi chart in 3rd
house in D10 with
Jupiter + Mars.
His successor Sri
Jayendra Saraswati has
Venus as 10th lord of D1
in 3rd house in D10.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
Third house is the house
for Guru Upadeça.

Sri Vijayendra, the
successor of Sri
Jayendra also has 10th
lord of D1, Mercury in
3rd house in D10
conjoined Venus.
It is evident that the
followers of a lineage
must have the 10th lord
of D1 chart associated
with the 3rd house in
D10 chart (Guru
Upadeça) to guide them.
The nature of the
planets conjoining
shows the power
(shakti) of the Upadeça.

Bear in mind
A single factor does not decide but does exert
an influence in the decision making process
that goes on in the mind

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
The 5th house indicates the
Sun that wanders around
the zodiac (world) teaching
Vedanta and is strong in
the charts of spiritualists.

Swami Vivekananda has
10th Lord Mercury of D1
chart placed in 5th house
of D10 chart. This is
very good for
wandering monks.
Jiddu Krishnamurti had
10th lord Venus of D1
chart in 5th house in
D10. He rejected the
headship of
Theosophical society
and taught the
importance of personal
*individual* (Sun) path

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
Third house deals with
communications and travel

Rajiv Gandhi has 10th
lord of D1 chart Venus
in 3rd house in D10 chart
in an air sign and
preferred the career of a
pilot with Air India
even though he was the
elder son of Indira
Gandhi the long
standing Prime Minister
of India.
Rähu daçä started in
1981 and changed
everything and dragged
him into politics. Rähu
is the dispositor of
Venus and is
Amätyakäraka (AmK)

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
Sixth house deals with
service, pets etc.

Mercury the 10th lord of
D1 is in 11th house
(käma trikoëa 7, 11, 3 –
favors business) in D10
with Moon.
6th lord of D10 Venus is
in 4th house –
institution, hotel for
animals, service, pets.
She started a business
hotel for dogs which has
been doing very well
since Moon daçä
Mercury antardaçä.
Mercury is also the lord
of 7th and 10th house in
D10.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
Third house also deals
with sexuality
7th house is very good for
entertainment, movies, TV

Marilyn Munroe had
Mars, the 10th lord of D1
in 3rd house in D10.
Mars and Rähu in this
house are not good for
Guru Upadeça and can
show extreme sexuality
which an enterprise
(daring ) to exhibit
without fear.
Jupiter (daçä 1949 -65)
placed in the 7th house
in PISCES saw her huge
career rise in
Hollywood (modeling
and acting).

Marilyn was the inspiration behind Hugh Hefner’s
Playboy magazine which started in 1953 with her in the
first edition during Jupiter daçä Saturn antardaçä.
The 8th house from the Karmesha (Lord of 10th house of D1 chart)
is what one has to avoid. If Karmesha is in 3rd house, they should
stay away from politicians (10th house) else ruin can follow. In
general the houses in the 6th, 8th and 12th from karmesha shall
always cause troubles while the 2nd is surely a märaka.

Jayendra Saraswati, Marilyn Munroe and such people
having Karmesha in 3rd house have burnt their fingers due
to association with politicians.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
7th house is very good for
entertainment, movies, TV

Elizabeth Taylor has
Karmesha or 10th lord of
D1 chart Sun placed in
7th house in Gemini in
D10 chart.
The conjunction of 7th
and 10th lord Mercury
(acting) with Sun gave
all the necessary assets
for a great acting career
in Hollywood starting
from age 9 (Jupiter daçä
Rähu antardaçä).

Her greatest movie was in 1963 when Jupiter was in Pisces
as Cleopatra when she was paid $1 million [Saturn daçä
Jupiter antardaçä – Jupiter is lagna lord of D10 in 11th
house and aspects the 7th house].
Thereafter during Mercury daçä, (1963 – 80) various
awards and many more successes followed.
During Ketu daçä (1980 – 87) she made her Broadway and
West End debuts on stage acting.

Awards: Assignment

1957 Golden Globe Award, Special Achievement
Award
1958 Golden Laurel Award, Female Dramatic
Performance: Raintree County
1959 Golden Laurel Award, Female Dramatic
Performance: Cat On A Hot Tin Roof
1960 Academy Award, Best Actress: Butterfield 8
Golden Globe Award, Best Actress in a Motion
Picture (Drama): Suddenly, Last Summer
Golden Laurel Award, Female Dramatic Performance:
Suddenly Last Summer
1965 Golden Laurel Award, Female Star
1966 Academy Award, Best Actress: Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?
New York City Film Critics Circle Award, Best
Actress: Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
1967 BAFTA Award, Best British Actress: Who’s Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? (UK)
Kansas City Film Critics Circle Award, Best Actress:
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Golden Laurel Award, Female Dramatic Performance:
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
National Board of Review, Best Actress: Who’s Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? (USA)
1972 Silver Berlin Bear Award, Berlin International
Film Festival, Best Actress: Hammersmith Is
Out (Germany)
David Di Donatello Award, Best Foreign Actress: Zee
and Co. (Italy)

1977 Hasty Pudding’s Woman of the Year Award,
Harvard University
1985 Golden Globe Award, Cecil B. DeMille Award for
Lifetime Achievement
Golden Apple Award, Female Star of the Year
Woman In Film Crystal Award
1992 Academy Award, Jean Hersholt Humanitarian
Award
1993 American Film Institute, Lifetime Achievement
Award
1997 Screen Actors Guild, Lifetime Achievement
Award
1999 declared a Dame Commander of the British
Empire (UK)
awarded Academy Fellowship, British Academy of
Film and Television Arts
2000 The Vanguard Award, GLAAD Media Awards
(USA)
2001 President’s Citizens Medal (USA)
Maverick Award, Taos Talking Picture Festival (USA)
2002 Kennedy Center Honoree, John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts
2005 BAFTA Award, Britannia Award for Artistic
Excellence in International Entertainment (UK)

Question: Determine the periods when she got
these awards and what planets have
constantly favored such fame and
success.

LEGENDS
Factors that can make for
great success in career –
become a legend
Karmesha (10th lord of D1
chart) is associated with
one of the primary houses
that deal with the career OR
has digbala, exaltation etc.
Karmesha also associates
with the Sun or the Karaka
(natural significator) for the
career path
Association of the
Amätyakäraka shows the
ability to use maximum
wisdom and intelligence for
the work.
Association of Däräkäraka
shows wealth and financial
support for the task.
The lord of the 10th house
and lagna in D10 chart
should associate favorably
GL and HL associate with
Lagna.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
9th house is very good for
world affairs, vision and
great enterprise

Bill Gates, the founder
of Microsoft Corp. has
10th lord of D1 Jupiter in
9th house in D10
conjoined Ketu
(computers). In D10
Jupiter is the 3rd lord
and he has changed the
world of mails and
communication as well
as has affected profound
changes in the world of
business, finance due to
the computer revolution
Note the HL, GL and
other combinations for a
LEGEND.

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
10th house shows leader,
power and king. If the
karaka of the career is in
Marana karaka sthäna then
there is great turmoil
during räjayoga

FDR had 10th lord of D1
Venus involved in
various Räjayoga and
also placed in 10th house
in D10.
Sun the significator of
politics and räjayoga is
in MKS and he was
dragged into WWII
which led to the victory
of the allies.
His policy brought
democracy to the new
world…Leadership

10th Lord of D1
placed in D10
Lesson D10.03
The Dasämça house
occupied by the 10th lord of
Räçi chart.
10th house shows leader,
power and king. If the
karaka of the career is in
Marana karaka sthäna then
there is great turmoil
during räjayoga

Sir Winston Churchill
has 10th Lord of Räçi
chart in 12th House in
D10 as Sun is in 6th
house. He was known as
an excellent *war-time*
Prime Minister.
George Bush Jr. is also
an excellent war-time
President as Sun is in 6th
house (dusthana) as the
Karmesha of D1 Mars is
in MKS in D10.
Was it not their destiny
to serve during war?

